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PENNA CEMENT
PROVIDING FUTURISTIC AVENUES FOR COMMINGLING STRUCTURES

Rising incredibly as one of the largest privately undertaken companies in the field of cement 
production, Penna Cement has spread its wings in the entire western and southern India working with 
organised real estate sector, state governments and international corporate infrastructure developers

POWERFUL INFRASTRUCTURE

ith a vision to create an 
unceasing esteem and 
growth for all collaborators 
and to achieve the objective 
of building a “Bigger, Better 

and Stronger” unit, Penna Cement has 
established itself as an avant-garde 
enterprise by equipping all its plants with 
cutting-edge technology to manufacture 
world-class cement.

STRUCTURED ON A SOLID FOOTING
The mission of the company is to contrive 
ingenious and vying product with an eye 
on maintaining a healthy environment for 
all involved.

Penna Cement has always nurtured 
values, focusing not only on achieving 
perfection in product development and 
customer satisfaction but also aspiring 
to take care of the needs of its employees 
and the society as a whole. The company 
leadership has the requisite foresight 
to comprehend the fact that the road to 
long-term success is built equally on 
establishing robust relations with the 
customers and creating healthy and 
profitable bonds with all its stakeholders. 
This has led the company to establish 
healthy and cordial relations with all 
those involved including the society and 
the environment.

A SAGA OF SUSTAINABLE SUCCESS 
JOURNEY
The company achieved vital, mentionable 
milestones with the installation and 
commissioning of its first production/
manufacturing line of MTPA at Tadipatri 
followed by the first production plant 
at Talaricheruvu within 3 years of the 
installation of its first production line 
which they fondly called their mother 
plant. In keeping with its vision to create 
sustainable value, growth and products 
of exceptional quality, Penna Cement 
has undertaken the task of producing 
Portland Cement Concrete (PCC), which 
has been acknowledged blended cement 
of exclusively special quality according to 

W
the specification norms of Bureau of Indian 
Standards. The success story of unbridled 
expansion of new plants, expansion of 
capacity, commissioning of grinding units, 
packing terminal, commercial operations, 
etc. has continued till-date unabated.

GIVING BACK TO THE SOCIETY
Penna Cement, along with working towards 
tenable growth and financial stability has 
never shied away from its responsibility 
towards the environment and the society 
as a whole. The company, as a part of 
its corporate social responsibility, has 
worked on an assortment of projects such 
as education, gender equality, health, 
women empowerment, poverty and 
malnutrition. 

TAKING CARE OF ITS SURROUNDINGS 
AND ENVIRONMENT
In its pursuit to preserve environment, 
Penna Cement follows a righteous and 
ethical approach towards its business, 
harmonising its operations and morals 
so as to set an example for the society. 
To achieve this harmony, the company 

has been using one of the most advanced 
waste heat recovery technology to reduce 
carbon dioxide emissions. The company 
has also set up sewage treatment plants 
at all its manufacturing units so as to 
maintain a clean environment along with 
furtherance of its business.


